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1.Boris Popescu 
   Gratian Lupu 

FUNDAMENTE DE ANALIZA GEOPOLITICA DIN PERSPECTIVA 
 IMPLICARII ROMÂNIEI 

FUNDAMENTS OF GEOPOLITICAL ANALYSIS REGARDING THE 
 ROMANIAN IMPLICATION 

Abstract 

Among the changes which took place in the last years in Romania there  is the 
elaboration of The National Security Strategy. Unfortunately this document is 
not an official one, yet. 
About 1/3 of the Romanians living Western and Northern to the Black Sea, on 
the lower Danube and in the Carpathian mountains live outside of the 
Romanian borders, in the neighboring countries. Because of the late political 
and international developments Romania has become a more important 
geopolitical power at the Black Sea, being involved in different international 
affairs. 
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2. Alexandru Fodor 
MISTICISM, OCULTISM SI NAZISM ÎN TIMPUL CELUI DE-AL DOILEA 

RAZBOI MONDIAL 
MYSTICISM, OCCULTISM AND NAZISM DURING WORLD WAR II 

Abstract 

This work is about a very difficult period of time, when many people died in 
the name of their country, but some nations were very fanatic and committed 
horrible crimes because of their beliefs. The German leaders are considered to 
be the main cause of the Holocaust, phenomenon very hard to explain. 
 It is interesting  the fact that Adolf Hitler and a lot of people from the upper 
class believed in mystical powers and gave occult explanations to cruel 
happenings. My paperwork mentions the myth which talks about the blond 
child with blue eyes, about Aryanism or the supremacy of the German nation. 
An important role was held by Erik Hanussen, who guided Hitler  to 
manipulate the simple people and also became his adviser. After Hanussen 
died, Karl Krafft became Hitler’s new adviser. This one was an astrologer, and 
on the other hand, he worked with the British Secret Service. 
Adolf Hitler believed all these stories and when Krafft was murdered he 
started to read Wohl’s horoscopes. It’s not understandable that some leaders 
can decide the faith of many lives by listening to occult stories. 
In this writing we can also find information about Rudolf Hess, a strange 
person who studied witchcraft, cabala and other things. He was very close to 
Hitler and also to Karl Haushofer. The last one is the main German 
geopolitical, but also one of the most active occult teachers. 
We can also find out how Germans understood death in war, how important it 
was to fight for their culture, how  the soldier was seen by the people and why 
it was necessary to kill so many innocent people. 
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3. Ioana Despina PETROLUL – RESURSA STRATEGICA 



Matau OIL – A STRATEGIC RESOURCE 

Abstract 

My article describes the important role played by the oil in the political and 
economic life. In the introduction I describe the oil as a very important 
component of the social life which can not be found in certain states (for 
example the rich states or the developed ones). Then I speak about the oil 
geopolitics and the Russian dependence. Russia is the state who has the most 
oil resource at the moment and all the other countries depend on it. Because 
the characteristics of the international oil market are very important I 
reminded and explained it. In the last part of my article there is a study about 
the Romanian oil situation. 
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4. Alexandra 
Frighenciu 

DECLINUL PETROLULUI SI SOARTA CIVILIZATIEI UMANE 
THE DECLINE OF OIL RESERVES AND THE FAITH OF HUMAN SOCIETY 

Abstract 

This article speaks about the importance of oil in human’s life, how  it 
influences  our lives, and on the other hand what will happen with the 
civilization in the post-petrol period. The Middle East is the most important 
actor on the oil trade scene and  because of the last political actions in the 
area its offer suffered some changes. 
The global financial system is dependent on a constant increase of the 
consumption of the oil  and natural gases. This is the truth, the end of the oil 
is coming and  states start to create defense strategies. 
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5. Mihai Neag IMPLICATII ALE FORMELOR SI PROCEDEELOR DE ACTIUNE ALE 

FORTELOR INSURGENTE DIN TEATRUL DE OPERATII DIN AFGANISTAN 
ASUPRA SECURITATII INDIVIDUALE A MILITARILOR 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE INSURGENT’S ACTIONS IN AFGHANISTAN UPON 
THE SECURITY OF THE INDIVIDUALS OF THE ALLIED ARMED FORCES 

Abstract 

The terrorist actions’ effects are directly or indirectly influencing the Army, the 
Military Forces, which most of the times risk their lives trying to prevent the 
damaging effects of the ill minds acting according to unconsciousness and of 
the violent impulse. 
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6. Ileana Gentilia 
Metea   

ARMAMENTELE, INSTRUMENTE ÎN MECANISMUL SECURITATII 
WEAPONS – INSTRUMENTS IN THE SECURITY MECHANISM 

Abstract 
The article discusses the proliferation of certain categories of arms involved in 
the conflicts of our days. Mass destruction weapons, nuclear and radiation 



weapons, chemical weapons and long range rockets are considered to be 
instruments of power in the world's play. 
Maintaining security at all levels is also influenced by the process of 
controlling these categories of weapons. 
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7. Eugen Strautiu 
Dana Alexandru   

ANUL ELECTORAL 2004 ÎN EUROPA. EVOLUTII SI TENDINTE 
THE ELECTION YEAR 2004 IN EUROPE. EVOLUTIONS AND RUNS 

Abstract 

       In the Romanian reference material there is no systematic and elaborated 
preoccupation regarding the electoral process in the world or at least on the 
continent. The benefits of such preoccupations are obvious both for the 
learning of the general mechanisms and the peculiarities of the functioning of 
the democratic process in its various ways of perception, and for the correct 
relation of the rules and of the Romanian electoral evolutions to the universal 
realities. 
       Obviously, the scientific value of the effort of the systematic analysis of 
the national electoral moments is growing exponentially with the duration of 
the analyzed period. Therefore, the opportunities of comparative analysis, of 
synthesis, of intervention using all means of mathematics (of statistics 
especially) increase in the modelling of some evolutions. Under these 
circumstances, the present study is meant to represent an introductory 
scientific approach, bearing the value of a means of work and study. 
The end of an electoral cycle can be an optimum moment for the recollection 
of the electoral course at its beginning. Thus, we would obtain the reference 
element for the comparative analysis of the level of the internal political forces, 
at the beginning and at the end of the parliamentary and/ or presidential 
mandate. For Romania, the benefit of taking as reference the electoral year 
2004, considering the end of the parliamentary mandate in November 2008, is 
unquestionable. 
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8. Mojtaba Zarvani     JUSTIFICATION OF POLITICAL AUTHORITHY IN THEOLOGICAL 
(ISLAMIC) EPISTEMOLOGY 

Abstract 

       The political views of the speculative theologians have been more 
abstraction and justification of the events of the age rather than an issue 
resulting from their scholastic theological geometry. “ In other words, in the 
field of politics, the speculative theology [not only today, but also always] has 
been a sort of filling the gap and resurfacing the work”. In order to prove this 
argument, we will show a process during which from the early days of Islam 
up to Ghazzali, gradually the monitoring elements which challenge the 
authority of the Islamic ruler became fade. Moreover, the speculative 
theologians in their political views gradually reach to a point in which they 
consider a ruler with no specific features qualified to serve as a judge. 
       That is to say, the authoritative nature of the Abbasid government, which 



according to many thinkers is the heritage of imitation from the Iranian and 
Sasanid traditions made a situation that even the Ash’arits thinker who used 
to consider the return to the age of The rightly Guided Caliphs as a Utopia, 
mutilated and made a selection out of the traditions of the holy prophet and 
the caliphs. 
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9. Pavel Moraru     MIHAI ANTONESCU SI EUROPA DE MÂINE 
MIHAI ANTONESCU AND THE FUTURE EUROPE 

Abstract 

Mihai Antonescu was one of the most important collaborators of marshal Ion 
Antonescu, but not so known till now. Being public international law 
university assistant at Bucharest Commercial and Industrial High Studies 
Academy, Doctor of Laws and reader, he 
became Ministry of Justice in Antonescu-Legionary Government and in 
Antonescu Government he was Minister for Foreign Affairs, for National 
Propaganda, vice-chairman of Ministers Councils.  
 In all his posts he discussed about new post-war Europe and Romania’s 
importance on European continent. After soviet counter-offensive, Mihai 
Antonescu had fought for obtaining the best conditions for his country in 
future Europe. 
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